Ryan eCapture®
At Ryan, we are known for our ability to find tax saving opportunities for our clients and to aggressively
fight for those dollars. Our methodology is backed by leading tax technology solutions that ensure
we perform our services in the most efficient and effective manner possible. Ryan’s proprietary Ryan
eCapture® technology application pulls electronic documents by automating the extraction process
from the client’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. The process eliminates the need for manual
retrieval, expedites the extraction process, and minimizes the disruptions to our client’s operation. Ryan
eCapture® sends programmatic commands to retrieve, save, and track the invoices through standard
mouse and keyboard commands, ensuring that all invoices are accurately tracked and managed, and
every opportunity for tax savings is identified.
“Ryan has provided BASF
outstanding value by
recovering overpaid taxes
while identifying and
implementing tax automation
solutions, streamlining tax
decision processes, and
integrating industry-leading
tax software to improve our
tax performance.”
Frederick W. Jenkin
Manager, Sales and Use Tax
Audits and Special Projects
By automating the extraction process, Ryan eCapture® improves the efficiency of pulling invoices
from any ERP system.

Benefits of Ryan eCapture®
Simplified Electronic Document Extraction
Emulates the actions of a person pulling targeted electronic documentation via the front-end
interface of the imaging system but does so in a much more efficient manner, ensuring that
every invoice is collected and cataloged.
Minimal Disruptions
Engineered to operate autonomously with built-in ability to seamlessly pull, save, and report
on all retrieved invoices in a manner that minimizes disruptions to the client and reduces the
time required for engagement teams to be onsite at client facilities.
Simple Requirements – No Installation
Does not require software installation; rather, clients need to provide only a computer
workstation equipped with Microsoft Windows® operating system, Microsoft Excel®, access to
the imaging system, and either Internet access or the use of a USB port to transfer Ryan
eCapture® and the extracted image files.
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